Social Change
and Politics

Introduction
The dominant narratives of political structures are resisted through the
interrogation of the logics of these structures, seeking to displace the topdown power from the sites of decision making that minimize the opportunities for political participation among communities that have been placed
at the margins. Social change movements that seek to rupture the inherent
logics of political structures do so in order to challenge the inherent logics that justify the erasure of subaltern communities from the realms of
policy making, representation, and participation. The marginalization of
communities is tied to the systematic erasure of these communities from
political processes and from dominant systems of governance. Therefore,
political processes of change are directed at transforming the oppressions
that are written into the organizing of political structures, which minimize the opportunities for public
participation, and simultaneously, justify the viopter
Cha
lence (both structural as well as physical) carried out
e
v
on the margins through the depiction of the margins
Fi
as backward, primitive, and in need of interventions.
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At the core of the voices of resistance that are directed at bringing
about transformations in political structures is the desire to transform the
politics of silencing and erasure that are tied to the configurations of these
structures, and the logics of organizing within which these structures are
formed and reproduced. The political marginalization of specific groups
is tied to the mobilization of these groups to seek to transform the basic
modes of organizing of these dominant structures that marginalize. In this
chapter, we will discuss the efforts of social change seeking to transform
political structures in the Zapatista Army of National Liberation (Ejército
Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN), the Arab Spring, and the political movement of the indigenous communities in Bolivia that led to the
election of President Evo Morales.
EZLN
One of the earliest examples of subaltern resistance against neoliberal governance complementarily organized, networked, and articulated through
the Internet is the Zapatista movement, an indigenous crusade in the Chiapas region of Mexico that sought to resist the neoliberal reforms that were
being carried out in Mexico under the rhetoric of development (Cleaver,
1998; Dellacioppa, 2009). The Zapatista movement stood as one of the
earliest voices of resistance from the global South that sought to resist
the oppressive material effects produced by neoliberal policies imposed
by the nation state; formulated within the terrains of the movement was
the story of oppression carried out on indigenous communities through
projects of neoliberalism that further perpetuated the marginalization of
indigenous communities through their displacement. In response to the
implementation of neoliberal policies in Mexico and the marginalization
of the indigenous population in the Chiapas region of Mexico, the EZLN
emerged as an indigenous movement that challenged neoliberal policies
of the state and demanded indigenous autonomy, and in doing so, drew
upon a transnational solidarity network to articulate a resistive politics
against neoliberalism (Dellacioppa, 2009; Garrido & Halavais, 2003; Muñoz Ramírez, 2008).
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The EZLN was founded in 1983 in the jungles of the Chiapas region
to resist the antidemocratic nature of neoliberal projects sponsored by the
Mexican government that imposed oppressive top-down policies on the
indigenous people of the region, the selling of collective indigenous lands
to transnational capital, and the historic exploitation of indigenous people.
Drawing upon a locally grounded participatory framework of decision
making that is culturally based, the EZLN recruited local villagers, starting
conversations in the communities about the problems such as health and
access to land, and building health clinics in the villages. The locally driven
processes of decision making were intrinsically tied to local cultural logics
of consensus and policy formulation as opposed to the top-down forms
of decision making embodied in the neoliberal reforms that were being
carried out across Mexico. As the villages in Chiapas started participating
in the EZLN, each village had a representative that would report to the
insurgents and meet with each other to discuss the antidemocratic policies of the government and the strategies needed to resist these policies;
through this process, participation became a key decision-making tool of
the movement. Participation here was directed toward respecting the local commitment and agendas of community members. Of particular concern to the EZLN were the continued marginalization of the indigenous
population in the face of structural adjustment policies and the continued
erasure of the indigenous population from the state policies that exerted
control on indigenous land. In the early 1990s, the revision of Article 27
of the Mexican constitution that opened up collective indigenous lands
to foreign investment under structural adjustment programs (SAPs) catalyzed the EZLN to take up arms against the government, embodying the
building frustrations among indigenous communities about the disenfranchisement of these communities from symbolic and material spaces.
The North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) provided the
backdrop for the expression of resistance, which in turn opened up a sustainable and long-term space for resistance against neoliberalism initiated from the global South. Resisting the signing of NAFTA in 1994 (that
involved Mexico as one of the participants), the EZLN took control over
five municipalities in Chiapas, demanding work, land, food, housing,
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health, education, independence, freedom, democracy, justice, and peace
in their first communiqué issued from the main balcony in each of the
municipalities they had taken over (Dellacioppa, 2009; Muñoz Ramírez,
2008). Particularly salient in the demands of the EZLN are the resistive
concepts of liberty, freedom, and democracy, concepts that are rhetorically positioned as the underlying principles of neoliberalism (see Dutta,
2011). Here is an excerpt from the first communiqué, termed as the “First
Declaration of the Lacandon Jungle” that specifically plays on this act of
redefining neoliberal definitions of liberty and democracy (http://www.
struggle.ws/mexico/ezln/ezlnwa.html):
We are a product of 500 years of struggle: first against slavery, then
during the War of Independence against Spain led by insurgents,
then to avoid being absorbed by North American imperialism, then
to promulgate our constitution and expel the French empire from
our soil, and later the dictatorship of Porfirio Diaz denied us the just
application of the Reform laws and the people rebelled and leaders
like Villa and Zapata emerged, poor men just like us. We have been
denied the most elemental preparation so they can use us as cannon
fodder and pillage the wealth of our country. They don’t care that we
have nothing, absolutely nothing, not even a roof over our heads, no
land, no work, no health care, no food nor education. Nor are we able
to freely and democratically elect our political representatives, nor
is there independence from foreigners, nor is there peace nor justice
for ourselves and our children.
But today, we say ENOUGH IS ENOUGH.
We are the inheritors of the true builders of our nation. The dispossessed, we are millions and we thereby call upon our brothers and
sisters to join this struggle as the only path, so that we will not die of
hunger due to the insatiable ambition of a 70 year dictatorship led by
a clique of traitors that represent the most conservative and sell-out
groups. . . . To prevent the continuation of the above and as our last
hope, after having tried to utilize all legal means based on our Constitution, we go to our Constitution, to apply Article 39 which says:
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“National Sovereignty essentially and originally resides in the people.
All political power emanates from the people and its purpose is to
help the people. The people have, at all times, the inalienable right to
alter or modify their form of government.”
Therefore, according to our constitution, we declare the following to
the Mexican federal army, the pillar of the Mexican dictatorship that
we suffer from, monopolized by a one-party system and led by Carlos Salinas de Gortari, the maximum and illegitimate federal executive that today holds power.
According to this Declaration of War, we ask that other powers of the
nation advocate to restore the legitimacy and the stability of the nation by overthrowing the dictator.
We also ask that international organizations and the International
Red Cross watch over and regulate our battles, so that our efforts are
carried out while still protecting our civilian population. We declare
now and always that we are subject to the Geneva Accord, forming
the EZLN as our fighting arm of our liberation struggle. We have
the Mexican people on our side, we have the beloved tri-colored flag
highly respected by our insurgent fighters. We use black and red in
our uniform as our symbol of our working people on strike. Our flag
carries the following letters, “EZLN,” Zapatista National Liberation
Army, and we always carry our flag into combat.
Beforehand, we refuse any effort to disgrace our just cause by accusing
us of being drug traffickers, drug guerrillas, thieves, or other names
that might by used by our enemies. Our struggle follows the constitution which is held high by its call for justice and equality.
Therefore, according to this declaration of war, we give our military
forces, the EZLN, the following orders:
First: Advance to the capital of the country, overcoming the Mexican federal army, protecting in our advance the civilian population
and permitting the people in the liberated area the right to freely and
democratically elect their own administrative authorities.
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Second: Respect the lives of our prisoners and turn over all wounded
to the International Red Cross.
Third: Initiate summary judgments against all soldiers of the Mexican federal army and the political police that have received training or have been paid by foreigners, accused of being traitors to our
country, and against all those that have repressed and treated badly
the civil population and robbed or stolen from or attempted crimes
against the good of the people.
Fourth: Form new troops with all those Mexicans that show their
interest in joining our struggle, including those that, being enemy
soldiers, turn themselves in without having fought against us, and
promise to take orders from the General Command of the Zapatista
National Liberation Army.
Fifth: We ask for the unconditional surrender of the enemy’s headquarters before we begin any combat to avoid any loss of lives.
Sixth: Suspend the robbery of our natural resources in the areas controlled by the EZLN.
To the People of Mexico: We, the men and women, full and free, are
conscious that the war that we have declared is our last resort, but
also a just one. The dictators are applying an undeclared genocidal
war against our people for many years. Therefore we ask for your participation, your decision to support this plan that struggles for work,
land, housing, food, health care, education, independence, freedom,
democracy, justice and peace. We declare that we will not stop fighting until the basic demands of our people have been met by forming
a government of our country that is free and democratic.
JOIN THE INSURGENT FORCES OF THE ZAPATISTA NATIONAL LIBERATION ARMY.

The declaration resists the neoliberal reforms in Mexico by putting forth
a bottom-up process that foregrounds local participation as a way of representing the community’s voices in decision making. Local participation
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becomes an avenue for impacting state-level policies, specifically those
policies that have key ramifications for local populations. It engages with
the language of the structure (liberty, democracy, freedom) to resist the
structure, redefining these terms in order to point out the oppressions that
are tolerated by the reforms written into neoliberalism. The oppression carried out on the dispossessed serves as the basis of the social change movement, connecting the voices of resistance to the long history of oppression and articulating an urgency for action. The hunger and the everyday
economic struggles of the poor for resources are placed in the backdrop
of the neoliberal greed of state actors who have sold out the economy to
imperial forces. The narrative of disenfranchisement outlining the specific
forms of marginalization in health care, education, employment, and food
insecurity experienced by the poor serves as the basis for the organizing of
resistance. Also salient in the story of resistance is the framing of the oppressive communicative context where the participatory and democratic
decision-making capacity of the people has been fundamentally denied;
this denial sets up the context for the armed struggle. Worth noting here
is the returning of the gaze at the structures of neoliberalism that utilize
the narratives of freedom and democracy to impose top-down forms of
structural violence that deprive the poor from access to basic material and
communicative resources.
Reference to Article 39 of the Mexican constitution substantiates the
legitimacy of the movement as operating within the country’s constitutional framework. The declaration forges out a local-global linkage by
connecting the appeal of the EZLN to specific audiences that include the
people of Mexico as well as to international organizations. References to
the Geneva Accord provide the framework for constructing the armed
struggle as a liberation struggle. It is within this framework then that the
articulations of human rights and social justice draw upon a global reference framework to create legitimacy for the movement as well as to create
a global constitutive base of support for the movement and its demands
(Garrido & Halavais, 2003). Note in the declaration the argument related
to the right of the people to natural resources, serving as the basis for identifying and resisting what is termed as the robbery of natural resources.
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Drawing upon a locally based conceptual system of decision making
rooted in the local culture, the EZLN utilized consensual decision making that operated at the level of the local communities, and this quickly
emerged as a global model for organizing against neoliberalism, simultaneously drawing upon global support from transnational actors to resist the neoliberal policies of the Mexican state. The participatory processes of community organizing among the EZLN quickly emerged as a
model for the development of a transcultural community activist network
against neoliberalism (Dellacioppa, 2009; Schulz, 1998). The EZLN rapidly emerged on the global stage as an exemplar of resistive politics against
neoliberalism, demonstrating the intersection between the local and the
global in the politics of locally driven social change. The local cultural
politics of the EZLN demonstrates the interplay between structure and
agency in challenging global structures of neoliberalism.
As demonstrated with the example of the EZLN, it is in the realm of
the control enacted by dominant global actors that resistive strategies are
deployed by activist publics and communities dispersed around the globe;
just as globalization expands the geographic and material scopes of transnational corporations (TNCs), it also opens up new spaces and methods
of global organizing directed at social transformation at the global level.
Global resistance is at once both modern and postmodern; it explores the
material roots of global inequities and simultaneously foregrounds the
temporality of discourse that is continuously shifting and open to reinterpretations in complexly layered global structures. The “complex interplay of economic and cultural dynamics” (Appadurai, 1990, p. 201) played
out in the realm of transnational activism necessitates an understanding
of its implications for communication research. For instance, the concept
of the “scapes” articulated by Appadurai (1990) demonstrates that public consciousness no longer stretches across national spaces, but “ignites
the micro-politics of a nation-state” (Robins, 2000, p. 236). Hence, what
are the challenges for communication research in view of these complex
global shifts, especially as it enters into conversations about communicative processes of social change?
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In the realm of the materiality of global resistance spaces, there are
multiple sites through which activists are organizing in response to global
economic restructuring (Dellacioppa, 2009). While working in a community-based setting, grassroots organizers are increasingly networking with transnational activists to effect changes in specific communities,
thereby connecting the local and the global (Naples & Desai, 2002). With
the growing presence of locally rooted networks structured around global
issues, we see complex interaction between local and supranational activism. Though these groups occasionally participate in transnational protest events, their activities remain strongly rooted in the local. Agency is
expressed through the continued used of cultural symbols in transformative politics of social change. For example, Zapatismo emerges as a global
concept for activist organizing that offers an alternative consensus-based
participatory approach to decision making in communication for social
change (Dellacioppa, 2009). Diani (2005) writes that in the North as well
as in the South, there has been a reemergence of social movements on a
scale unprecedented since the 1960s. These are largely collective actions
against neoliberal approaches, promoting a different model of globalization. Several other factors give an impetus to the growing activist interests: growth of voluntary or political organizations mobilizing on transnational issues, the density of inter-organizational collaborations between
them, participation in major “no global” gatherings such as Genoa 2001
or Florence 2002, and the consolidation of a transnational community of
professional activists and campaigners. Locally situated cultural articulations and interpretive frames offer avenues for the enactment of agency
that challenges local, national, and global structures.
Contemporary forms of resistance such as the EZLN open up opportunities to further explore the communicative practices by which local struggles connect with global politics with a potential to contribute to
policy formulations. Let’s once again consider the transcultural element in
the resistive politics of the EZLN. In 1996, the Zapatistas issued a call for
an “Intercontinental Encounter Against Neoliberalism and for Humanity,”
holding a global platform for bringing together activists and intellectuals
from around the globe to discuss and construct a global alternative to neo-
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liberalization (Dellacioppa, 2009). Termed as the “First Declaration of La
Realidad for Humanity and against Neoliberalism,” the declaration notes
(http://www.struggle.ws/mexico/ezln/ccri_1st_dec_real.html):
“I have arrived, I am here present, I the singer. 				
Enjoy in good time, come here to present yourselves those 		
who have a hurting heart. 						
I raise my song”.							
Nahuatl Poetry.

To the people of the world:
Brothers and Sisters:
During the last years, the power of money has presented a new mask
over its criminal face. Above borders, no matter race or color, the
Power of money humiliates dignities, insults honesties and assassinates hopes. Re-named as “Neoliberalism”, the historic crime in the
concentration of privileges, wealth and impunities, democratizes
misery and hopelessness.
A new world war is waged, but now against the entire humanity. As in
all world wars, what is being sought is a new distribution of the world.
By the name of “globalization” they call this modern war which assassinates and forgets. The new distribution of the world consists in
concentrating power in power and misery in misery.
The new distribution of the world excludes “minorities”. The indigenous, youth, women, homosexuals, lesbians, people of color, immigrants, workers, peasants; the majority who make up the world basements are presented, for power, as disposable. The new distribution
of the world excludes the majorities.
The modern army of financial capital and corrupt governments advance conquering in the only way it is capable of: destroying. The new
distribution of the world destroys humanity.
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The new distribution of the world only has one place for money and
its servants. Men, women and machines become equal in servitude
and in being disposable. The lie governs and it multiplies itself in
means and methods.
A new lie is sold to us as history. The lie about the defeat of hope, the
lie about the defeat of dignity, the lie about the defeat of humanity. The
mirror of power offers us an equilibrium in the balance scale: the lie
about the victory of cynicism, the lie about the victory of servitude,
the lie about the victory of neoliberalism.
Instead of humanity, it offers us stock market value indexes, instead
of dignity it offers us globalization of misery, instead of hope it offers
us an emptiness, instead of life it offers us the international of terror.
Against the international of terror representing neoliberalism, we
must raise the international of hope.
Hope, above borders, languages, colors, cultures, sexes, strategies, and
thoughts, of all those who prefer humanity alive.
The international of hope. Not the bureaucracy of hope, not the opposite image and, thus, the same as that which annihilates us. Not the
power with a new sign or new clothing. A breath like this, the breath
of dignity. A flower yes, the flower of hope. A song yes, the song of life.
Dignity is that nation without nationality, that rainbow that is also a
bridge, that murmur of the heart no matter what blood lives it, that
rebel irreverence that mocks borders, customs and wars.
Hope is that rejection of conformity and defeat.
Life is what they owe us: the right to govern and to govern ourselves,
to think and act with a freedom that is not exercised over the slavery
of others, the right to give and receive what is just.
For all this, along with those who, above borders, races and colors,
share the song of life, the struggle against death, the flower of hope
and the breath of dignity . . .
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The Zapatista Army of National Liberation Speaks . . .
To all who struggle for human values of democracy, liberty and justice.
To all who force themselves to resist the world crime known as “Neoliberalism” and aim for humanity and hope to be better, be synonymous of future.
To all individuals, groups, collectives, movements, social, civic and
political organizations, neighborhood associations, cooperatives, all
the lefts known and to be known; non-governmental organizations,
groups in solidarity with struggles of the world people, bands, tribes,
intellectuals, indigenous people, students, musicians, workers, artists, teachers, peasants, cultural groups, youth movements, alternative communication media, ecologists, tenants, lesbians, homosexuals, feminists, pacifists.
To all human beings without a home, without land, without work,
without food, without health, without education, without freedom,
without justice, without independence, without democracy, without
peace, without tomorrow.
To all who, with no matter to colors, race or borders, make of hope
a weapon and a shield.
And calls together to the First Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity and Against Neoliberalism.
To be celebrated between the months of April and August of 1996
in the five continents, according the following program of activities:
First: Continental preparation assemblies in the month of April of
1996 in the following sights:
1.- European Continent: Sight in Berlin, Germany
2.- American Continent: Sight in La Realidad, Mexico
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3.- Asian Continent: Sight in Tokyo, Japan
4.- African Continent: Sight to be defined
5.- Oceanic Continent: Sight in Sidney, Australia.
Note: The continental sights can change if the organizing groups decide to do so.
Second: The Intercontinental Gathering for Humanity and Against
Neoliberalism, from July 27th to August 3rd of 1996, in the Zapatista
“Aguascalientes”, Chiapas, Mexico.
With the following Bases:
Agenda:
Table 1.- Economic aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism,
how one resists, how one struggles and proposals of struggle against
it and for humanity.
Table 2.- Political aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how
one resists, how one struggles and proposals of struggle against it
and for humanity.
Table 3.- Social aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how
one resists, how one struggles and proposals of struggle against it
and for humanity.
Table 4.- Cultural aspects of how one lives under neoliberalism, how
one resists, how one struggles and proposals of struggle against it
and for humanity.
Organization: The preparation meetings in Europe, Asia, Africa and
Oceania will be organized by the Committees in Solidarity with the
Zapatista Rebellion, related organisms, and citizenship groups interested in the struggle against neoliberalism and for humanity. We call
upon groups of all countries so that they work united in the organization and achievement of the preparation assemblies.
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The intercontinental gathering for humanity and against neoliberalism, to be celebrated from July 27th to August 3rd of 1996 in Chiapas, Mexico, will be organized by the EZLN and by citizens and
Mexican non-governmental organizations that will be made known
in opportune time.
Accreditation: The accreditation for the preparation assemblies in the
5 continents will be made by the organizing committees formed in
Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania, and America, respectively.
The accreditations for the gathering in Chiapas, Mexico, will be done
by the committees in solidarity with the Zapatista rebellion, with the
people of Chiapas, and with the people of Mexico, in their respective
countries; and in Mexico, by the organizing commission, which will
be known in opportune time.
General and Intercontinental Note: All which has not been completed
by this convocation will be resolved by the respective organizing committees regarding the continental preparation assemblies, and by the
intercontinental organizing committees regarding the gathering in
Chiapas, Mexico.
Brothers and Sisters: Humanity lives in the chest of us all and, like
the heart, it prefers to be on the left side. We must find it, we must
find ourselves.
It is not necessary to conquer the world. It is sufficient with making
it new. Us. Today.
Democracy! 							
Liberty! 								
Justice!

Neoliberalism is taken to task in the first call for global resistance. The
call identifies neoliberalism as a criminal face of wealth concentration activities that contribute to the perpetuation of global inequities and to the
concentration of wealth in the hands of few.
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The movement utilized the Internet not only to distribute information about local oppressions and struggles in the Zapatista communities,
but also to create networks of solidarity across the globe with other indigenous actors as well as actors in the environmental and feminist sectors
(Cleaver, 1998; Garrido & Halavias, 2003; Schulz, 1998). In doing so, it
developed a model of solidarity among indigenous communities for resisting the dominant global-national-local structures that perpetrated their
exploitation and erasure, and connected these indigenous struggles with
issues of environmental activism and women’s rights.
The success of the movement was attributed to its capacity to utilize
the Internet to globally situate a grassroots struggle of resistance in a marginalized community, to build linkages with struggles that bypassed and
often resisted national policies of structural adjustment, to create a global
base of support and public opinion for the local Zapatista struggle, and to
place into the mainstream public spheres of globalization local models of
alternative rationality, participatory processes, and organizing that stood in
opposition to the values and organizing principles of neoliberalism. Noting the revolutionizing role of the EZLN in creating a global network of
grassroots solidarity utilizing the Internet, a network analysis conducted by
Garrido and Halavias (2003) demonstrated that Zapatista-related sites are
central to the global network of non-governmental organizations (NGOs)
and play a pivotal role in binding them together.
Along similar lines, the Internet emerged as a key site of mobilization,
information dissemination, public opinion formation, and expression in
resistance to the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI) in 1998.
Mobilization by NGOs across the globe connected through the Internet
and protesting the MAI ultimately led to its failure (Ayres, 1999, 2001).
Similarly, the Association for the Taxation of Financial Transactions for
the Aid of Citizens (ATTAC) was created in 1998, mobilizing activist communities throughout the globe using the Internet to create a people’s education movement seeking to generate awareness and transparency of the
economic policies of neoliberalism and the economic procedures of decision making in neoliberal governance (della Porta, Kreisi, & Rucht, 1999;
Grignou & Patou, 2004). Having started in France with approximately 250
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local communities that were represented, ATTAC gained international
support, with over 35 separate movements that were created all across the
world including Brazil, Japan, and Senegal, among others (Grignou & Patou, 2004). At the top of ATTAC’s organizational chart is a scientific community of approximately 20 academics and researchers who publish key
concepts in ATTAC books and provide intellectual and conceptual fodder
for ATTAC campaigns. These ideas offer counter-expertise to dominant
narratives of neoliberalism and provide entry points for targeted action
for local activist movements that seek structural transformations.
The Arab Spring
The Arab Spring offers insights into the processes of resistance through
which political structures are sought to be transformed, particularly as it
relates to collective-based efforts of transforming authoritarian structures
of rule that limit the possibilities of participation and voice. Although
several localized movements were continually mobilizing throughout the
1990s across the Middle East, the years 2010 and 2011 marked the emergence of rebellions in Tunisia and Egypt that soon spread to other parts of
the region, framed as the Arab Spring and narrating the story of solidarity in youth resistance throughout the Arab world. Worth noting in the
Arab Spring is the highly localized resistance to contextually constituted
structures, and the simultaneous threads of connectivity that linked these
localized movement networks into broader processes of social change. The
cultural narratives of the movement construct a highly localized contextually situated storyline; simultaneously, they bring forth the articulations of
structural constraints that highlight the economic injustices, unemployment, poverty, rising food prices, and so forth that are located within the
broader backdrop of neoliberal reforms and globalization processes.
The movement in Tunisia was spearheaded by localized forms of protests offline accompanied by the online infrastructure of resistance set
up by the organization Takriz, a Tunisian think tank that was formed in
1998, and that describes itself as a street resistance network (http://www.
facebook.com/takrizo?sk=wall#!/takrizo?sk=info). The online infrastruc-
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Figure 5.1. A rally in Tahrir Square on February 25, 2011 (iStockphoto, contributed
by jcarillet).

ture emerged as the mobilizing space for the movement. In its objective
statement, the Takriz Facebook page proclaims, “We make revolutions!”
It goes on to set up the following objectives: “Tunisia release of the dictatorship. Defend our freedom. Fight against tyranny and the censorship of
the Internet in Tunisia.” Building alliances with trade unionists, students,
teachers, human rights activists, online dissidents, street youth, and soccer fans, Takriz played a key role in constituting offline and online strategies of resistance against the dictator Zine El Abidin Ben Ali. Takriz uses
serious political analyses and persuasive strategies of resistance to reach
out to these different stakeholder groups. The core values of Takriz are
described here:
First Article : Freedom
TAKRIZ is freedom. It has the power to act according to its will, contingent on the means which it has, without being hindered by the
power of whoever.
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Second Article : Truth
TAKRIZ is truth. Our definition of this word is most closer to that
of Spinoza. It is the adequacy of the idea with the object. Certainly,
as the light makes itself known and reveals the darkness, the truth is
standard of itself and the forgery. TAKRIZ is standard of itself and
the government lies circulating in Tunisia, it makes itself known and
reveals the infringements on the liberties in Tunisia which after all
affect it, being Free like defined in the 1st article. Yet it is censored.
Third Article : Anonymity
TAKRIZ is strictly anonymous. The anonymity protects TAKRIZ
and its members (TAKRIZIANS) in pursuing their quest for Freedom and Truth.
TAKRIZO ERGO SUM
TAKRIZ is anonymous for many reasons. Censored after 2 years of
existence, from 2000, it became the target of a relentless repression
by the Tunisian government. On top of providing a safe home to the
members of TAKRIZ and their respective families, the anonymity is
here to address all selfishness and egocentrism safeguarding this way
the core values of TAKRIZ. “TAKRIZO ERGO SUM” can not be true
without this condition. (http://www.facebook.com/takrizo?sk=wall#!/
takrizo?sk=info)

The values of freedom, truth, and anonymity set up the backdrop for the
politics of resistance. Anonymity is seen as a strategic resistive response
that counters government oppression and simultaneously opposes the
values of selfishness and egocentrism. Truth emerges into the discursive
space as a site of struggle and as an articulation of resistance. It is through
the lens of truth that Takriz seeks to expose government lies. This search
for the truth and the desire to expose the corruptions carried out by the
Ben Ali government lie at the heart of the Tunisian movement, also referred to as the Jasmine Revolution.
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Shaped within their initial aims of fostering accessible Internet access
and promoting freedom of speech, the network of Takriz activists, also
known as Takrizards or Taks, organize their resistance and articulate their
voices in anonymity online, thus resisting state repression. Takriz came
under government surveillance in 2000 and was blocked by the government in Tunisia (Pollock, 2011). This led to the formation of several other
Tunisian resistance websites. A social networking site called SuXydylik
was launched by a Tak who had the online name “SuX.” Another Tak who
had the online name “Ettounsi” started a political humor-based webzine
called TuneZine. He was later imprisoned and tortured, which led to his
death. The online resistive strategies of Takriz worked in solidarity with
several offline protests that were taking shape in Tunisia in 2000. For example, in 2008, protests against corruption and poor working conditions
erupted in the mining town of Gafsa, and this became a site for continuous demonstrations and corresponding attacks by security forces; Takriz
sent members to the region to start building bases for solidarity. Reports
of Gafsa on Facebook led the Ben Ali regime to block Facebook. Takriz
created an online community that built the momentum of resistance, fostered spaces of organizing, and offered the infrastructure for the movement once it took off. The growth in online social media sites that fostered
resistive narratives was accompanied by the large-scale growth in Internet
use in Tunisia from 2000 to 2009, with approximately 39% of the population being Internet users in 2009 (Wagner, 2011).
However, as noted earlier, the online context of the protests in Tunisia
served as a complement to what was happening offline. With the global
economic crisis, as food prices increased dramatically along with the rising unemployment in Tunisia, more and more voices of dissidence started
being expressed in discursive spaces. In the town of Sidi Bouzid, on December 17, 2010, a poor fruit seller named Mohammed Bouazizi set himself on fire after having been humiliated by local police and after his scale
was confiscated. When he wanted to see the government officials, Bouazizi
was not allowed in. He went to a nearby gas station, filled up a canister
and returned to the government building; he then poured gas over himself and cried out “How do you expect me to make a living?” before setting
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himself on fire (http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2011/02/20/60minutes/
main20033404.shtml). The self-immolation of Bouazizi emerged as a symbol of protest, organizing local community members in protest against
the police atrocities, government corruption, rising food prices, and high
unemployment rates (in some of the towns where protests erupted, unemployment rates among college graduates were reported to be above
50%); Takriz responded to these localized street protests in Sidi Bouzid
by sending in Taks to report and mobilize the protests. With the increasing police atrocities to repress the protests, the lawyers called a strike, followed by the teachers. The Hacktivists Anonymous group (primarily its
subgroups AnonOps and Peoples Liberation Front) targeted and paralyzed
the Tunisian president’s and parliament’s websites in January 2011 under
the campaign “Operation: Tunisia” (http://en.rsf.org/the-new-media-between-revolution-11-03-2011,39764.html). The Chief Technology Officer
of Takriz, under the alias “Foetus,” notes:
We were online every day, and on the streets pretty much every day,
collecting information, collecting videos, organizing protests, getting
into protests . . . We met using Mumble [which is open-source, uses
digital certificate authentication, and is regarded by Takriz as more
secure than Skype]. We had minutes so people who couldn’t make
the meetings knew what was going on. We gathered information, bypassed censorship, channeled it on Facebook, scanned articles in the
foreign media. We were in touch with the labor unions. We worked
with everybody, we filled protests with people. (http://www.technologyreview.com/web/38379/)

During this time period, sites such as Takriz and Nawaat emerged as discursive sites for circulating information, images, and videos, thus serving
as entry points for mobilizing community members, for enlisting participation, and for coordinating/informing about specific protest plans. These
sites of resistance hosted videos, Tweets, and Facebook links to disseminate information and to draw attention to the oppressions that were being carried out to thwart the possibilities of resistance. The government
responded to the online mobilizing of local communities through efforts
of censorship, blocking websites, orchestrating “cyber-attacks on Internet
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activists, breaking into Facebook accounts and Facebook groups of activists, and deleting activist websites and blogs” (Reporters Without Borders,
2011a, 2011b); the censorship put forth by the government was bypassed
through creative strategies that used Facebook. Furthermore, the censorship sparked additional participation in offline forms of protests.
When Bouazizi died, 5,000 people attended his funeral, further foregrounding the death of Bouazizi as the marker of the movement and as
the voice of resistance. The death of Bouazizi, along with the protests in
Sidi Bouzid, galvanized resistance across various pockets in Tunisia. The
Tunisian government of Ben Ali responded by ordering additional police
action, with snipers shooting protestors in their heads. However, as the
violent police attacks spread, local citizen-journalists taking images of
the violence through cell phone cameras started posting these images on
Facebook and other social media sites (Pollock, 2011). Cell phone cameras
played a vital role in documenting the police atrocities and in creating public awareness of these atrocities through dissemination; cell phone usage
had grown dramatically over the last decade with approximately 95% of
the population having cell phone subscriptions (Wagner, 2011). Citizenjournalists file-shared websites that were equipped with photos and videos,
and they supplied videos to streaming websites. One particular image of a
dead protestor with his brains spilling out was uploaded on YouTube and
made rounds on Facebook, quickly spreading across Tunisia, being posted
and re-posted online. Filmed by a medical school student at the hospital, the video was smuggled on a CD across the Algerian border and then
streamed via MegaUpload. Takriz also forwarded the video to Al Jazeera.
Images and videos taken on cellphones were uploaded on YouTube and
Facebook, and were also circulated by Takriz on its Facebook page (http://
www.facebook.com/takrizo?sk=wall#!/takrizo?sk=wall). These images and
videos were effective in mobilizing protestors across Tunisia. In the face
of the mounting protests, Ben Ali fled in January 2011. Facebook served
as a site for complementing the resistive struggles on the ground. Noted
Foetus, “Facebook is pretty much the GPS for this revolution. Without the
street there’s no revolution, but add Facebook to the street and you get real
potential” (http://www.technologyreview.com/web/38379/).
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That the economic and political contexts of the Tunisian protests are
intertwined was demonstrated throughout the different stages of the Jasmine Revolution. The economic context of the Tunisian protests becomes
visible in the following note posted by Takriz on their Facebook site:
While all sectors of the economy was hit by the rapacity of the relatives of Ben Ali, it is obviously the big markets and the best in the
country were targeted first. Thus, privatization has all been made illegally and total contradiction with the law and regulations. The first
major victim of these operations is the Tunisian State, a State which
has been completely gutted by Ben Ali and his entourage, and this,
to secure his hold on the country by eliminating any dissenting voice
and up to create from scratch a puppet opposition. The Committee of
Public Hi Regarding the “business” which became the main activity
of Ben Ali and his entourage, we present below a preliminary list of
the wealth accumulated by Ben Ali and his family, and this, with an
arrogance that sheds light on the mentality of these people who have
no political conscience, who are convinced that Tunisia belongs to
them and which substitute for the state. (http://www.facebook.com/
takrizo?sk=notes&s=40#!/note.php?note_id=10150090741927262)

Articulated in the narrative of resistance are the everyday experiences of
marginalization, juxtaposed in the backdrop of the corruption in the business practices of Ben Ali and his family. The exploitation of the economy
is tied to the political corruption of the family. The note posted by Takriz
specifically discusses the ways in which the privatization of the economy
played out to serve the interests of the Ben Ali family. Privatization was
carried out to benefit the interests of the family and its relatives, shaped
within specific processes that minimized resistance and concentrated
decision-making power within this entity.
Similar to the local contexts of the ongoing protests in Tunisia in the
2000s, there were ongoing labor, unemployment, and economy-related
protests in Egypt throughout the decade. In 2008, the city of Mahalla in
the Nile Delta witnessed large-scale protests in the textile sector. Industrial workers in textile factories planned a strike on April 6, 2008 (Pollock,
2011). The localized protests of the workers were also supported by a na-
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tionwide activist organizing led by Ahmed Maher, utilizing blogs, posters,
and the Internet to generate support to plan a national shopping boycott
and demonstrations in Cairo on April 6. Because of his organizing work
with the April 6 protests, Maher was jailed and then later released. Upon
his release, Maher announced that he was launching the “April 6 movement” and started gathering youth to mobilize for the movement. In starting to organize for the “April 6 movement,” the leaders started learning
from similar movement groups and training programs such as the Academy of Change, an Arabic online organization offering nonviolent civil
disobedience guidelines, and Optor, a Serbian youth movement led by the
Serbian revolutionary Ivan Marovic that was instrumental in overthrowing Slobodan Milošević. The April 6 movement sent one of its activists,
Mohammed Adel, to train with the Center for Applied Nonviolent Action
and Strategies (CANVAS) founded by Marovic, and Adel returned with a
book on effective peaceful strategies of protest and a game called “A Force
More Powerful” for teaching nonviolent resistance in regime transformations. The April 6 activists rewrote an Egyptian version of the game to
train local activists. The April 6 movement formed a Facebook group to
mobilize support, as well as built a blog, YouTube, Twitter, and web presence. The “copy, publish, share” strategy became the basic framework for
the campaign, spreading word rapidly about the April 6 plans for protests.
The social media sites became spaces for posting messages, for sharing
videos, for documenting corrupt practices of the government and police,
and through this process, raising large-scale awareness regarding what
was going on in Egypt under the leadership of Mubarak. The visual depiction of events as well as the video recordings of live experiences became
conduits for solidarity building and for drawing in participants. YouTube
and Facebook increasingly emerged as platforms for sharing information
about corruption and government and police atrocities. The government
responded to the online participation of activist videos, photos, and voices
of resistance by seeking to censor Facebook. Here is a note posting of the
April 6 movement in response to the censorship:
The online gathering place for young pepole poses a challenge to authorities. June 2, 2008
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Right now, the government of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak is
considering blocking Facebook, the social networking website that
has become a popular hangout for twentysomethings worldwide and
a favorite venue for Egypt›s disaffected youth. The reason: In April,
one group of young citizens mobilized 80,000 supporters to protest rising food prices. Facebook networking played a crucial role in
broadening support and turnout for an April 6 textile workers› strike
and protest. The Egyptian government, which has governed for 25
years under emergency law and doesn›t allow more than five people
to gather unregistered, hit back hard, jailing young dissidents and
torturing Ahmed Maher, a young activist who tried, unsuccessfully,
to organize a second demonstration in early May. Despite these setbacks, the «Facebook movement» in Egypt is significant for several
reasons. First, it challenges the perception that there is no prospect
for independent, secular opposition in the country. The majority of
Egyptians are under 30 and have known no other ruler than Mubarak.
They have not seen real political parties because the government
has long restricted opposition parties and free media. The Facebook
movement engaged large numbers of youth for the first time. Second, the Web offers a safe political space—a role the mosque has traditionally played in Egypt. The Muslim Brotherhood has for decades
been the only viable opposition. With Facebook, young secular people can communicate, build relationships and express their opinions
freely. (Significantly, the Muslim Brotherhood opposed the successful April demonstration but supported the unsuccessful May event.)
Every member in the 100,000-strong online community could be, at
any given moment, a leader of a movement. Third, engaging Egypt›s
youth is an important item on the agenda of Mubarak›s son, Gamal,
as he works to gain support for his succession to power. As a young
politician, Gamal established the Future Generation Foundation in
2000, which incubated many of the current leaders of the ruling National Democratic Party and the new Cabinet. Facebook activists and
their supporters should be able to turn to this group for support. A
few weeks ago, Belal Diab, a 20-year-old college student, interrupted
one of the Egyptian prime minister›s speeches to protest the arrests of
Facebook activists, shouting: «Look who are you fighting; it is us, the
younger generation who stood with you and supported you!» Never-
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theless, Facebook activists are being targeted by government-based
media campaigns defaming the website and the youth activists who
use it. The government also warns media not to talk about the phenomenon. I saw the heavy-handed efforts of the government while
recording a TV show with Maher. During the taping, Egyptian police
broke into the studio, threatened the station manager and forced the
guest outside the room. What can be done to help this movement?
The international community and the U.S. government should pressure the Egyptian government to support Internet freedom and keep
Facebook accessible to Egyptians. One young activist, Ahmad Samih,
is campaigning to gain local and international support to prevent
the Egyptian government from blocking Facebook. So far, nearly 20
Egyptian human rights organizations are supporting this cause. International human rights organizations should publicly join in that
show of support. Egyptian democrats are «Facebooking» their advocacy in order to escape heavy recriminations. It would be shameful for the international community not to stand up on their behalf
against a government that seeks to deny them even that small space to
express themselves. Otherwise, Mubarak›s self-fulfilling prophesy as
the only alternative to the Muslim Brotherhood will continue to hold
Egypt back from the democracy its people deserve. Sherif Mansour
works at Freedom House, a human rights organization that has been
monitoring political rights and civil liberties in Egypt since 1972. He
can be reached at smansour@freedomhouse.org.

Voiced in the note is the articulation of the broader economic context of
the protests. The note points to the rising food prices in Egypt and sets
up the economic foundations for a framework of solidarity between the
youth and the impoverished textile workers living in the margins. In mobilizing with the textile workers, the Facebook campaign offers a framework of solidarity, connecting the networks of resistance in both offline
and online contexts. Online resistance complements the offline sites of
political protests by garnering support, coordinating efforts, and drawing attention through news, information, images, and videos. The online
spaces of Facebook become the sites for complementing the offline forms
of resistance, often drawing attention to the protests on the streets and
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generating additional support. Simultaneously, the voices of resistance
point toward the importance of maintaining these spaces of resistance in
online contexts for alternative narratives to be articulated. The resistance,
therefore, is mobilized in maintaining Facebook as a safe, discursive space
for the voicing of opinions and thoughts freely. Calls are made to international solidarity networks to pressure the Egyptian government to respect
Internet freedom. The voices of resistance are constituted around creating
and fostering spaces for resistive articulations framed within the narratives
of political rights and civil liberties. It is within this broader backdrop of
online political participation and articulation of voices of resistance that
the Egyptian revolution was mobilized.
On June 6, 2010, a young computer programmer, Khaled Said, was
dragged to the streets by the police in front of a cybercafe in Alexandria
and was beaten to death. Khaled’s family stated that the police feared that
he would share compromising videos of the police dealing drugs on YouTube and Facebook. The death of Khaled triggered large-scale protests
when his brother, Ahmed, shared images of his postmortem taken on a
cell phone on Facebook. “We are all Khaled Said,” noted a Facebook site
remembering Khaled, which emerged as a space for mobilizing resistance,
with over 1.5 million members. On seeing the images on his cell phone,
a local activist, Hassan Mostafa called for protests outside the police station on his Facebook page. Multiple protests were organized, including a
performance of a mock trial in front of the home of the Said family. Social
media served as catalysts for spreading information about protests, for creating awareness, and for mobilizing specific strategies. Information about
meetings was shared via Facebook. In instances where people didn’t have
access, site pages were printed and circulated. Text messages were sent to
phones, and attachments were circulated via e-mail. Images and videos of
protests were shared through Facebook and YouTube (see, for instance,
http://youtu.be/7u1C79X88e4). Multiple media channels, therefore, were
used complementarily in order to share information and plan strategies
about the protests. Referring to the important role of Facebook, Mostafa
noted, “Before this social-media revolution, everyone was very individual,
very single, very isolated and oppressed in islands. But social media has
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Figure 5.2. Uploaded by “mayyezayed.” http://youtu.be/7u1C79X88e4

created bridges, has created channels between individuals, between activists, between even ordinary men, to speak out, to know that there are other
men who think like me. We can work together, we can make something
together” (http://www.technologyreview.com/web/38379/).
The online strategy of social change was accompanied by grassroots
organizing activities on the ground, mobilizing resources for protests on
the street. Facebook and other social media became means for seeking out
transnational help through solidarity networks. For instance, the Egyptian
activists reached out to activists across the border in Tunisia, who then utilized their long-standing networks with protest groups such as Indymedia
and the Antifascist Network to share strategies of resistance that were carried out on the ground. For instance, one of the techniques widely used
in the Egyptian movement of wearing black was adopted from the “Black
Bloc,” a well-established technique of wearing black to protect anonymity
and increase impact. The knowledge shared through the online networks
played a vital role in mobilizing resistance on the ground, both in terms of
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Figure 5.3. Uploaded by “weareallkhaledsaid.” http://youtu.be/KDmbK2oEobU

informing strategies as well as shaping attitudes toward specific issues related to the movement. The on-the-ground role of Facebook was visible in
wall writings in Egypt, thanking Facebook for the revolution; these images
then were posted, re-posted, and circulated through Facebook. Remembering the performance of silence in solidarity during the period after the
murder of Khaled, the “We are all Khaled Said” Facebook page provided a
video link (http://youtu.be/KDmbK2oEobU) to the performances of the
silent protests across Egypt along with the following description:
Exactly one year ago, Khaled Said was murdered in front of his house.
At the time, peaceful protests were met with violence from Mubarak’s
regime & his thugs. We then started doing silent stands, instead of
protests, where young Egyptians dressed in black stood everywhere
in Egypt silently & sad for what their country has become. This video
was one of the first made for Khaled Said & has footage from our silent stands.
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The video is accompanied by a song and mixes in footages of Khaled along
with images of his tortured body, the bodies of other protestors, and images of silent protestors standing in opposition. Here’s an excerpt from the
English subtitle of the song that plays in the background:
How long are we scared for, it’s time now
Time to change the injustice by stopping torture
We won’t be scared, we won’t kneel down.
No more cowards amongst us.
How long are we scared for, it’s time now . . .
What are you waiting for? Why are you waiting?
Here is hope, get close to it . . .
Oh Egyptian, why do you accept to live in humiliation . . .
Amongst all humans you are humiliated alone . . .
You have taught and built civilization
Read Egypt’s history if you want proof
Don’t say how I can change
You are the force of change.

The voice of resistance expressed in the performance above points to the
injustice that continues to be carried out in Egypt, and expresses defiance,
noting that the time to stand up is now. The history of Egypt is offered
as a lesson for change and as a source of inspiration. The empowerment
of the citizens of Egypt experiencing torture and oppression is achieved
through the offering of hope, and through the call to Egyptians to become
the force of change. Dressed in black and standing in silence, Egyptians
resist the culture of fear and repression that had been perpetuated by the
Mubarak regime.
As the protests continued, police atrocities increased, and so did the
efforts of blacking out the Internet. The administrator of the Arabic version of the “We are all Khaled Said” issued a call on January 14, asking
the readers of his highly popular website whether they were going to take
the streets on January 25, taking a cue from Tunisia. Simultaneously, he
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posted a Facebook event titled “January 25: Revolution against Torture,
Corruption, Unemployment, and Injustice.” Based on lessons learned from
the Tunisian Jasmine Revolution, strategies were shared by the administrator with activists on the ground, announcing the sites of the protests.
Simultaneously, on January 18, Asmaa Mahfouz, a 26-year-old protestor,
issued a call for people to join her in protest at Tahrir Square to mark the
death of four Egyptians who died by burning themselves, imitating the
immolation of Bouazizi. Announcing her protest online, she gave out her
address and her phone number; three people arrived at the protest before
the armored cars of riot police descended. She was jailed and later released.
In her anger, she created a video blog and placed her protest online
through YouTube and Facebook; the video went viral and later came to be
known to the outside world as the “Vlog that Helped Spark the Revolution.” In the vlog, Mahfouz, her head covered with a scarf, directly looks
at the camera and passionately urges the viewer to participate; the vlog
spread virally within Egypt, then to Saudi Arabia. Subsequently, through
various networks, it found its way into the mainstream media channels
globally. Here is an excerpt from the video:
If you think yourself a man, come with me on January 25 . . . Come
and protect me, and other girls in the protest. Sitting at home and
just following us on the news or Facebook leads to our humiliation
. . . go down to the street, send SMSs, post it on the Net, make people
aware . . . Never say there’s no hope! Hope only disappears when you
say there’s no hope. (http://youtu.be/SgjIgMdsEuk)

In the vlog, Mahfouz utilizes a personal narrative to invite the viewers to
participate in action, simultaneously drawing upon the storytelling style
of vlogs and turning a personal narrative into a political narrative. She
also draws upon a cultural narrative that celebrates the role of men in
protecting women to urge the viewer to come and protect her as she participates in protest. The cultural logic is drawn upon as a resource to issue
a call to action. A series of actions are outlined as avenues for resistance,
locally constituted within the dynamic contexts of culturally based narratives. Even as she directly looks into the camera in her video narrative, she
does so wearing her head scarf, simultaneously disrupting the Eurocentric
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narrative that constructs Muslim women wearing head scarves as having
no agency, and seeking to disrupt the broader logics of the structure. The
video further goes on to ask for public participation on January 25:
I’m making this video to give you one simple message: we want to go
down to Tahrir Square on January 25th. If we still have honor and
want to live in dignity on this land, we have to go down on January
25th. We’ll go down and demand our rights, our fundamental human
rights. (http://youtu.be/SgjIgMdsEuk)

January 25 is framed as the day for demanding the rights of the people,
their fundamental human rights. The protests are presented as avenues for
demanding the basic right of everyday Egyptians to their honor and to
live a life in dignity. In the broader backdrop of fear that occupied political
spaces of Egypt under the dictatorship of Mubarak and his police-military
control, Mahfouz noted:
So long as you come down with us, there will be hope. Don’t be afraid
of the government. Fear none but God. God says He will not change
the condition of a people until they change what is in themselves.
Don’t think you can be safe anymore. None of us are. Come down with
us and demand your rights, my rights, your family’s rights. (http://
youtu.be/SgjIgMdsEuk)

The references to rights are constituted within the broader framework of
references to the rights of the family. Religious speech in the context of everyday living is invoked to allay the fears of Egyptians who had long been
repressed by the dictatorship, with minimal opportunities for participation in public discursive spaces. The invocation of the religious narrative
serves as an entry point to social change. The personal politics of social
change and the personal choice to participate in processes of social change
are constituted within a religio-politico-spiritual narrative of change. Reference to religion offers courage and hope amidst fear. Connecting this
personal-political context in Egypt, also worth noting is the transformation in messaging strategies, with the shift from official Arabic language
that is typical in political speeches to the messaging strategies on vlogs and
other social media that draw upon the vernacular.
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Within the broader backdrop of online and offline communication
strategies mobilizing participation in protest, January 25 turned out to
be a day of revolutionary protest participation in Egypt as large numbers
of protestors gathered in Tahrir Square. Whereas social media, on one
hand, served to gather people and mobilize them at sites of protest, on
the other hand, images and videos of the protests taken by protestors and
citizen-journalists were rapidly circulated on the web, thus creating both
local as well as global forms of support. Activists borrowed connections
to upload videos, then sent them to Tunisia to be uploaded on YouTube
and Facebook. Networks between Egypt and London, Tunisia and Dubai
served as spaces for sharing and distributing the videos of the protests.
Responding to the protests and the large-scale circulation of the images of
the protests, Mubarak shut down the Internet. The shutting down of the
Internet prompted additional participation of protestors, with even more
Egyptians stepping into the streets amidst the information vacuum. The
complementary voices of resistance in both the online and offline worlds
ultimately led to Mubarak stepping down in Egypt. The images shared on
Facebook, YouTube, and blogs also created inspiration points for other
movements across the Arab world.
Bolivia
The participation of indigenous groups in political processes to create
entry points for social change was most visible during the election of Evo
Morales to the presidency in Bolivia. The election of Morales built on decades of indigenous struggle to seek political legitimacy and opportunities for representation in discursive spaces, decision-making processes,
and political structures in the mainstream, and accompanied by the political opportunity structures for indigenous participation that had been
fostered by the multicultural neoliberal reforms in the 1990s under the
Ley de Participación Popular (LPP) (Postero, 2005, 2007). Although indigenous communities constitute over 60% of the population in Bolivia,
the representation of indigenous communities in the political processes
constituted a marginal representation, with combined indigenous representation being less than 5% (Van Cott, 2003). The broader backdrop
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of the politics of Bolivia is framed within racist political structures that
have perpetrated the marginalization of indigenous tribes from discursive
spaces and simultaneously carried out economic reforms that have disenfranchised indigenous sectors from their traditional forms of livelihood.
Historically, Bolivian politics has been shaped by US client regimes that
have established top-down agendas on political and economic domestic
policies aligned with the interests of the US (Petras, 2004). In the backdrop of the top-down agendas imposed by the government in the form
of the primarily middle-class National Revolutionary Party (MNR), Bolivia had developed a strong union of tin mine workers, bringing together
the workers with left-wing peasants, students, and professions under the
umbrella of the Central Obrero Boliviano (COB). Through its legislative
assemblies, the COB had developed a socialist reform agenda of workplaces, land redistribution programs, and programs of social welfare. The
strong organizing base of the COB paved the way for electoral politics and
for the election of the left-based Unidad Democrática y Popular (UDP)
in 1982, which, however, inherited the large-scale debts created during
the dictatorship of Hugo Banzer, and found itself in the midst of battling
hyperinflation. In the early elections that were called in 1985, a political
coalition emerged on the Bolivian political landscape, which opened up
to large-scale neoliberalization that was sweeping across Latin America
at the time (Albo, 2008; J. A. Morales, 2008; Vargas, 2008). Starting in the
mid-1980s, important structural reforms were carried out across Bolivia
under Supreme Decree (DS) 21060 (J. A. Morales, 2008). Furthermore,
beginning in the 1990s, Bolivia underwent large-scale capitalization reforms that led to the privatization of the various sectors through various
structural adjustment programs (Roca, 1996).
The disenfranchisement of indigenous communities in Bolivia has
played out through the historic relationships of production inherited from
the Spanish, and through the systematic removal of indigenous communities from resource management policies and programs under foreign
colonial and neocolonial interventions. In the 1980s, responding to the
invasion of their lands and to the disenfranchisement of the indigenous
sectors through industrialization projects, lowland indigenous people
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began to organize, narrating their difficult living situations and the onslaught of the industrialization projects on their livelihood (Postero, 2007).
This pattern of disenfranchisement of indigenous communities formed
the backdrop of neoliberal reforms as the Bolivian state-borrowed loans
from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and correspondingly continued privatizing the economy and capitalizing natural resources under
SAPs. In the 1990s, the program of neoliberalization of Bolivia was accomplished through the privatization of state enterprises under the framework
of “capitalization,” leading to the capitalization of five of the state’s largest
firms, including oil and gas, telecommunications, airlines, power generation, and railroads (Petras, 2004; Postero, 2005, 2007). In the 1990s, with
their increasing disenfranchisement and the invasions of their land, indigenous communities organized the March for Territory and Dignity from
the tropical lowlands to La Paz to demand the recognition of their culture
and territories. These protests formed the basis for multicultural reforms
that enabled community participation at local levels and simultaneously
carried out the projects of economic liberalization that continued to disenfranchise indigenous communities through urbanization and resource
exploitation (Postero, 2007).
The neo-imperial oppression of indigenous communities in Bolivia
has been accompanied by the neoliberal policies of trade liberalization and
privatization carried out by President Gonzalo Sánchez de Lozada, who led
Bolivia from 1993, at the height of the establishment of the global neoliberal regime. Known widely as “Goni,” the president implemented a variety
of trade liberalization policies that sought to privatize public resources and
turn these as sites of foreign direct investment. The widespread privatization of public resources paved the way for widespread resistance. In 2001,
the “water wars” of Cochabamba marked the first series of local-national
mobilization against the privatization of water, a resource that the people
of Bolivia considered to be a public resource and hence beyond the scope
of privatization (more on this in chapter six). This was also the backdrop
for the growing efforts of local indigenous mobilizing among the cocaleros
(coca growers), who were fighting the increasing imperial presence of USled policies in Bolivia that targeted local coca growers and carried out vio-
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lence on them. In October 2003, President Sánchez de Lozada announced
his plans for the development of the newly found natural gas resources
for the purposes of exporting to the US and Mexico through Chile, and
opening up the gas resources to private foreign investment; the popular
sectors rose up in resistance, resulting in protests across Bolivia in what
came to be known as the “Gas Wars.” The popular protest and organizing
across Bolivia manifested in street protests, massive demonstrations, and
blockades throughout the month of October; the president resigned and
fled the country (Postero, 2004). Commenting on the climate of resistance
in Bolivia in the period beginning from the “Water Wars” into the period
of the “Gas Wars,” Postero (2004) noted that the October revolution in
Bolivia was shaped within the context of the large-scale disenfranchisement of the poor and the indigenous communities from the platforms of
decision making, and the accompanying material inequities produced by
the neoliberal policies. The uprising had a strong indigenous component,
having been led by indigenous leaders Evo Morales and Felipe Quispe,
and drawing on narratives of indigenous resistance and Andean warrior
people. The indigenous sectors mobilized in coalition with the poor and
the popular sectors, focusing on the disenfranchising effects of neoliberal policies such as privatization of public resources, the Área de Livre
Comércio das Américas (ACLA) free trade agreements, and the opening
up of the economy to foreign capital. Here is how Morales described the
events of October 2003:
This uprising of the Bolivian people has resulted not only from the
issue of natural gas, of hydrocarbons, but from a collection of many
issues: from discrimination and from marginalization, but fundamentally from the exhaustion of neoliberalism. The culprit responsible
for so many deed, and also responsible for the uprising of Bolivian
people, has a name: it is called neoliberalism. Now, with the recent
events in Bolivia, I have realized that what matters is the power of an
entire people, of an entire nation. For those of us who are convinced
that it is important to defend humanity, the best support we can offer is to create the power of the people. (Morales, 2003, quoted in
Postero, 2004, p. 208)
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The neoliberalization of Bolivia provided the backdrop for the popular
protests of the indigenous and peasant sectors. Amidst widespread disenfranchisement of the poor and rising unemployment, Evo Morales won
the December 2005 election by an ample margin (J. A. Morales, 2008).
A key component of the Morales campaign was the move to nationalize hydrocarbons, and the Morales government passed a nationalization
decree in 2006, turning the various aspects of the industry ranging from
exploration and prospecting to production and marketing into the hands
of Yacimientos Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB).
The resistance of Morales to the politics of neoliberalism is played out
in the efforts offered by him and the people he worked with in the indigenous sectors of Bolivia through their participation in political processes of
decision making. The broader context of indigenous political participation
is constituted in the backdrop of the long history of indigenous exploitation in Bolivia, accompanied by the erasure of indigenous communities
from resource management processes and from decision-making frameworks that are quintessential in shaping the structures of environmental
governance. A month after Bolivia’s Gas War, Morales noted the following
in an interview with Counterpunch (2003):
The state should be in charge of the exploration, the industrialization, and the commercialization of hydrocarbons. This could be an
economic solution for our countries, but meanwhile, these hydrocarbons are being stolen by transnational corporations. In Bolivia
we are convinced that the gas is our property and we must defend it.

The economic solution of state-owned industrialization and commercialization processes is offered as an alternative to the neoliberal model of
development that facilitates the stealing of hydrocarbons by TNCs. As a
strategy of resistance to the neoliberal configuration of political organizing, Morales notes that gas is a public property and therefore should be
defended collectively in the public domain. Furthermore, the top-down
neoliberal forms of ownership and private property are resisted through
alternative articulations of indigenous ownership and indigenous participation in resource management:
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After more than 500 years, we, the Quechuas and Aymaras, are still
the rightful owners of the land. We, the indigenous people, after 500
years of resistance, are retaking the power. This retaking of power is
oriented towards the recovery of our own riches, our own natural
resources such as the hydrocarbons. This affects the interests of the
transnational corporations and the interests of the neoliberal system.
Never the less, I am convinced that the power of the people is increasing and strengthening. This power is changing presidents, economic
models, and politics. We are convinced that capitalism is the enemy
of the earth, of humanity and culture. The US government does not
understand our way of life and our philosophy. But we will defend
our proposals, our way of life and our demands with the participation of the Bolivian people. (Morales, 2003)

The re-taking of the control that has been held in the hands of corporate
and political powers emerges as the framework of indigenous resistance.
The marginalization of indigenous communities of the Quechuas and the
Aymaras from the platforms of decision making and governance becomes
the axis on which indigenous resistance is organized, seeking to capture
the spaces of ownership in the hands of the people. Capitalism is positioned as the enemy of the earth, humanity, and culture, and resistance is
organized around the desire of the people to bring about changes in the
economic model of organizing Bolivian society. Therefore, indigenous organizing is built on a framework of critique of the political and economic
structures of neoliberalism.
The disenfranchisement of indigenous communities is the cornerstone
of the speech “I believe only in the power of the people” recorded in 2003
after the ousting of Sánchez de Lozada (Morales, 2005):
What happened these past days in Bolivia was a great revolt by those
who have been oppressed for more than 500 years. The will of the
people was imposed this September and October, and has begun
to overcome the empire’s cannons. We have lived for so many years
through the confrontation of two cultures: the culture of life represented by the indigenous people and the culture of death represented
by the West. When we the indigenous people together with the work-
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ers and even the businessmen of our country fight for life and justice,
the State responds with its “democratic rule of law.”
What does the “rule of law” mean for indigenous people? For the poor,
the marginalized, the excluded, the “rule of law” means the targeted
assassinations and collective massacres that we have endured. Not
just this September and October, but for many years, in which they
have tried to impose policies of hunger and poverty on the Bolivian
people. Above all, the “rule of law” means the accusations that we, the
Quechuas, Aymaras, and Guaranties of Bolivia keep hearing from our
governments; that we are narcos, that we are anarchists. This uprising
of Bolivian people has been not only about gas and hydrocarbons,
but an intersection of many issues: discrimination, marginalization,
and most importantly, the failure of neoliberalism.

The struggle for power in Bolivia is framed through the tension between
the desire for life among the indigenous people and the politics of death
imposed by the West on Bolivia. Top-down oppression of the indigenous
sector is carried out under the umbrella of the “rule of law.” In the speech,
Morales specifically discusses neoliberal policies and the marginalization
of indigenous communities produced by these policies. He also discusses
the ways in which the “rule of law” is utilized to stigmatize indigenous
people, to impose top-down policies that generate hunger and poverty,
and to carry out the targeted assassinations and massacres.
Neoliberalism is constituted in the discursive space as the site of resistance and social change (Morales, 2005):
It must be said, companeras and companeros, that we must serve
the social and popular movements rather than transnational corporations . . . When we speak of the “defense of humanity,” as we do at
this event, I think that this only happens by eliminating neoliberalism
and imperialism . . . I believe in the power of the people . . . And now,
with all that has happened in Bolivia, I have seen the importance of
the power of a whole people, of a whole nation. For those of us who
believe it is important to defend humanity, the best contribution we
can make is to help create that popular power. This happens when
we check our personal interests with those of the group. Sometimes,
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we commit to the social movements in order to win power. We need
to be led by the people, not use or manipulate them.

The resistance of the popular movement in Bolivia is constituted against
the powers of neoliberalism and imperialism. The neoliberal reforms are
understood in relationship to TNCs and top-down forms of governance
that impose imperial agendas. The power of the people is seen in resistance
to neoliberalism and neoliberal policies. Local grassroots participation is
understood as the site of popular power, and popular power is understood
in terms of respecting the interests of the group. As opposed to the individualistic assumptions of neoliberalism, the collective needs of the group
are offered as alternative sources for driving political participation. Local
grassroots participation is defined in terms of the leadership that is offered
by the people rather than top-down efforts of co-opting their participation
or manipulating them through top-down agendas.
The local and national organizing in Bolivia then fosters spaces of resistance and transformative politics in a global scale (see, for instance, E.
Morales, 2008). Bolivia not only serves as a model for politics of resistance
on a global scale, but also emerges on the global arena as a resistive voice
that interrogates the processes of decision making and communication
within the structures of the international financial institutions (IFIs), including the World Trade Organization (WTO), International Monetary
Fund (IMF), and World Bank (WB). Morales, as leader of Bolivia, interrogates the decision-making structures and processes of the WTO, pointing out the differential access to WTO negotiations among developed and
developing countries. He further documents the hypocrisies in WTO negotiations where developed countries heavily subsidize their agricultural
and food companies nationally, and simultaneously utilize their power
in WTO negotiations to force developing countries to open up markets
to favor the big companies from developed countries (E. Morales, 2008):
The WTO negotiations have turned into a fight by developed countries to open markets in developing countries to favor their big companies.
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The agricultural subsidies in the North, which mainly go to agricultural and food companies in the US and Europe, will not only continue but will actually increase, as demonstrated by the 2008 Farm
Bill in the United States. The developing countries will lower tariffs
on their agricultural products while the real subsidies applied by the
US or the EU to their agricultural products will not decline.
As for industrial products in WTO negotiations, developing countries
are being asked to cut their tariffs by 40% to 60% while developed
countries will, on average, cut their tariffs by 25% to 33%.

Morales, as a leader of a country that represents the developing world,
points out the hypocrisies in the policies of neoliberalism that use the
language of the free market to open up markets in the global South and
simultaneously utilize protectionist policies nationally that support agricultural and food companies in US and Europe through agricultural
subsidies. Rather than applying the logics of the free market, the powerful nations of the global North utilize their power over WTO to impose
top-down policies that favor TNCs from the global North and open up
markets in the global South for these TNCs. The incongruence of the logics of neoliberalism lies at the heart of the narrative of resistance that is
offered by the Bolivian state on the global stage.
The political organizing of global economic systems under the neoliberal configuration is questioned in terms of its inherent logics. Here is
another excerpt from the same article (E. Morales, 2008):
Countries should prioritize the consumption of what we produce locally. A product that travels half around the world to reach its destiny
can be cheaper than other that is produced domestically, but, if we
take into account the environmental costs of transporting that merchandise, the energy consumption and the quantity of carbon emissions that it generates, then we can reach the conclusion that it is
healthier for the planet and for humanity to prioritize the consumption of what is locally produced.

What becomes evident in the excerpt is the emphasis on questioning the
value of individually directed consumption that satisfies the needs and
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wants of the individual consumer. How the price of a commodity is calculated is noted amidst questions of value. The value of the commodity,
in turn, is tied to questions of energy consumption and quantity of carbon emissions tied to the price of transporting the merchandise across the
geographic spaces. The model of global flow of goods is countered with a
model of local production that fulfills the needs of community members.
Morales (2008) further goes on to note:
Foreign trade must be a complement to local production. In no way
can we favor foreign markets at the expense of national production.
Capitalism wants to make us all uniform so that we turn into mere
consumers. For the North there is only one development model,
theirs. The uniform models of economic development are accompanied by processes of generalized acculturation to impose on us one
single culture, one single fashion, one single way of thinking and of
seeing things. To destroy a culture, to threaten the identity of a people,
is the greatest damage that can be done to humanity. The respect and
the peaceful and harmonic complementarity of the various cultures
and economies is essential to save the planet, humanity and life . . .
In the 21st century, a “Development round” can no longer be about
“free trade”, but is rather has to promote a kind of trade that contributes to the equilibrium between countries, regions and mother nature,
establishing indicators that allow for an evaluation and correction of
trade rules in terms of sustainable development.

The global free-trade model of neoliberalism is resisted through the positioning of the local market as the framework for seeking balance. The
privileging of national and local production puts forth the local as the
entry point to economic planning. The neoliberal model of development
is clearly identified as a culturally situated Eurocentric model from the
North. The uniform model of economic development is imposed topdown on the global South, thus leading to the destruction and erasure
of cultures and the threatening of the identity of people. The “free trade”
agendas of the “development round” are resisted by alternative suggestions
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for the development of trade rules that foster sustainable development. The
article by Morales (2008) ends with the following conclusion:
We, the governments, have an enormous responsibility with our
peoples. Agreements such as the ones in the WTO have to be widely
known and debated by all citizens and not only by ministers, businessmen and “experts”. We, the peoples of the world, have to stop being passive victims of these negotiations and turn into main actors of
our present and future.

The essential discursive formations of the WTO negotiation structures
that privilege the powerful actors and the elite from the global North are
rendered accessible through the call for popular participation in WTO
negotiations. Rather than the discursive space being constituted through
the participation of elite actors such as ministers, businessmen, and experts, a call is made for broader public participation in processes of decision making and development policy planning. Morales urges the people
of the world to participate actively in the negotiations to shape the scope
and nature of global policies, both for the present and the future. Similar
voices of resistance are heard in the successful local indigenous organizing
of The Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador (CONAIE)
(Lucero, 2008; O’Connor, 2003), and in other parts of Latin America (Lucero, 2008).

Conclusion
Throughout this chapter, we discussed politically directed movements that
have been specifically constituted as attempts to reshape and transform the
social, economic, and political structures. These movements, organized
across various spaces dispersed around the globe are connected around a
broad theme of seeking transformations in political structures of organizing and governance. The desire for political change in structures of organizing originates from the concentration of structures in the hands of the
elite. Accompanying this concentration of power in the hands of transnational elite is the simultaneous erasure of opportunities for participation
for the poorer and indigenous sectors of the globe. The disenfranchise-
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ment of the poor is carried out through the absence of opportunities for
the poor to be involved in systems and processes of decision making. The
subalternity of the subaltern sectors, therefore, is constituted amidst the
politics of erasure that is configured into existing processes of organizing
of resources. Resistance, as expression of agency, seeks to transform the
discursive spaces and the logics under which these discursive spaces are
constituted in order to increase the political opportunities for participation among the popular and subaltern classes. As depicted in the examples
presented throughout this chapter, the voices of resistance seek to carve
out political processes and decision-making structures where communities can participate in making choices through deliberation and dialogue.
As opposed to the neoliberal emphases on participation and communitybased solutions, the voices of resistance configure communities as sites of
resistance that seek to transform the consolidation of power in the hands
of transnational elite. The language of community articulated through the
voices of resistance fundamentally disrupt the narratives of community
participation that emerge in neoliberalism in order to manage the neoliberal modes of governance by shifting public resources away from the state.
The community that emerges at these sites of protest is a community that
seeks to engage with the political processes of the state, with the goal of
determining the ways in which these processes are shaped and engaging
in these processes continuously in order to participate in decision making.

